Traditional Pickle Dish Quilt: Workshop with Debby Kratovil
kratovil@his.com
DebbyKratovilQuilts.blogspot.com

Pickle Dish 4 Block Quilt Supply List
Workshop with Debby Kratovil
Block Size: 12” x 12”
Quilt Center: 24” x 24”
Yardages are based on my multi-colored “scrap” version
using Kaffe Fassett fabrics
BACKGROUND FABRICS: TWO 11-1/4“ x wof strips (can
be the same for a unified color (2nd sample below) or
two different fabrics as in my sample on the left). One
11-1/4” strip will yield four of the background units. We
need 8 background units. We are not using squares. This
makes better use of our fabric. Use the next page to
plan your fabric placement.
****For the FOUNDATION PIECED ARCS, there are two
different patches: the “teeth” and the background for
the “teeth”. My background is yellow print in all of the
pieced arcs. I call these “teeth” because they are a
traditional Dog Tooth quilt unit.

Four Blocks without borders

TEETH FABRICS (I used two different fabrics): Twentyfour (24) 3-1/4“ squares EACH of 2 colors. If you are
using a single color for all four blocks, you will need 48
squares 3-1/4” x 3-1/4”. You can get 12 squares from
each 3-1/4” x WOF strip. You will need TWO 3-1/4” strips
for EACH of the two colors.
•
Background for the “teeth”: 14 rectangles 3” x
3-1/2” for EACH arc for a total of 56 rectangles. In my
example, I used the light yellow print throughout for a
total of FIVE (5) strips 3-1/2” x WOF. This will give me the
56 rectangles.
•
4 CENTER MELONS: Four (4) rectangles 6” x 13”
(can be the same or different)
CORNER SQUARES: Four squares EACH of 2 colors: 3-1/2”
x 3-1/2”. These squares will finish to 2“, but we need
them cut oversized for ease of construction. We will be
trimming the outside straight edges to leave 1/4” seam
(see my first sample on the left).
You will also need:
•
Freezer paper (cut one 11-1/4“ square)
•
Add a Quarter ruler (for paper piecing)
•
All rotary cutting supplies (cutter, rulers, 12-1/2”
square)
•
Sewing machine, thread, mat, etc

Four Blocks with borders
The borders on this quilt are:
1” finished yellow inner
4” finished blue outer

Please note: This pattern is a variation of an American
Patchwork and Quilting design that appeared in a past
issue. I have permission to teach this 4 block variation. I
have streamlined the piecing, tweaked the templates
and simplified the pattern. The cost of the pattern is just
to recoup the cost of paper, printing and packaging.
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Use this page to plan your colors and fabric
choices. Feel free to duplicate this page and color
in or even glue tiny swatches to the patch spots.
This is a paper piecing class, so all patches for the
pieced arcs are cut larger than needed.
The BACKGROUND and CENTER MELONS are cut
using templates (provided). The corner squares are
cut larger and then trimmed down after the
BACKGROUND pieces are added.

Teeth
Fabric supplies are given on the first page.
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It is VITAL that you bring an Add a Quarter ruler
and freezer paper for templates.
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